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DILA AT 30: THE GRAND ANATOMY OF STATE PRACTICE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW IN ASIA FOR THE LAST 30 YEARS: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

OCTOBER 14, MONDAY

ARRIVAL
15:00 - 17:00 DILA GB MEETING
VENUE: THE VIDEO CONFERENCE ROOM, GRADUATE PROGRAM, FACULTY OF LAW, UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA, SALEMBAA CAMPUS

18:00 - 20:30 WELCOME RECEPTION AND DINNER

OCTOBER 15, TUESDAY
VENUE: THE FOREIGN MINISTRY

08:30 – 09:00 REGISTRATION

09:00 – 09:30 WELCOME ADDRESSES AND CEREMONY FOR DILA AT 30
- Edmon MAKARIM (Dean, Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia)
deeanslawschool@ui.ac.id; edmon_makarim@yahoo.com
- Muhammad ANIS (Rector, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia)
rektor@ui.ac.id; anis2657@gmail.com
- Hikmahanto JUWANA (Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia [DILA]; Professor of International Law, Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia)
hikmahanto@yahoo.com
- Seokwoo LEE (Chairman, The Development of International Law in Asia-Korea [DILA-KOREA]; Professor of International Law, Inha University Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law)
leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr
- Damos Dumoli AGUSMAN (Director General of Legal and International Treaties, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Indonesia)
damos.agusman@kemlu.go.id

09:30 – 10:00 KEYNOTE SPEECH
- Retno MARSUDI (Minister, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Indonesia)

10:00 – 10:30 COFFEE BREAK AND GROUP PHOTO
10:30 – 11:30 SESSION 1: DILA AT 30 AND THE ASIAN YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL LAW – PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

- Kevin YL TAN (Former Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia [DILA]; Former, Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law; Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore, Singapore)
  kevin@equilibrium.com.sg, drkevintan@gmail.com

- Seokwoo LEE (Chairman, The Development of International Law in Asia-Korea [DILA-KOREA]; Professor of International Law, Inha University Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law)
  leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr

- Hikmahanto JUWANA (Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia [DILA]; Professor of International Law, Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia)
  hikmahantoyahoo.com

- Hee Eun LEE (Associate Dean and Professor of Law, Handong International Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law)
  hlee@handong.edu

11:30 – 12:00 SPECIAL SPEECH: PARTICIPATION IN MULTILATERAL TREATIES – A HISTORICAL AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

- Karin ARTS (Professor of International Law and Development, International Institute of Social Studies, The Hague, The Netherlands)
  arts@iss.nl

12:00 – 13:00 LUNCH

13:00 – 15:00 SESSION 2: INDONESIA’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

13:00 – 14:20 - Damos Dumoli AGUSMAN (Director General of Legal and International Treaties, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Indonesia)
  damos.agusman@kemlu.go.id

- Hasjim DJALAL (Indonesian Expert on the Law of the Sea)
  h.djalal@gmail.com

- Eddy PRATOMO (Former Ambassador and Professor, Universitas Diponegoro, Indonesia)
  eddypratomo@gmail.com

- Luhut M.P. PANGARIBUAN (Senior Legal Practitioner, Indonesia)
  Luhut@lmpp-law.com

- Sigit RIYANTO (Professor, Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia)
  sigit.riyanto@mail.ugm.ac.id

14:20 – 15:00 DISCUSSION

15:00 – 15:30 COFFEE BREAK
15:30 – 17:30 SESSION 3: SPECIAL PANEL ON MARITIME ISSUES

15:30 – 16:50 - SETA Makoto [Professor, Faculty of Law, Yokohama City University, Japan] : “Japan’s Involvement in the Implementation of ReCAAP in Asia”

- Bebeb A.K.N. Djundjunan [Director, Legal Affairs and Territorial Treaties, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Indonesia] : “Indonesia’s Update on Maritime Delimitation”


14:20 – 15:00 DISCUSSION

15:00 – 15:30 COFFEE BREAK

15:30 – 17:30 SESSION 4: INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION (ILA) STUDY GROUP: ASIAN STATE PRACTICE OF DOMESTIC IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (ASP-DIIL) – PART 1

09:30 – 12:00

09:30 – 11:00 - Seokwoo LEE [Chairman, The Development of International Law in Asia-Korea (DILA-KOREA); Professor of International Law, Inha University Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law] : “Ocean and Territory”

- Seryon LEE [Professor, School of Law, Chonbuk National University, Korea] : “Human Rights”

- David ONG [Professor of International & Environmental Law, Nottingham Trent University, UK] : “Environment”


11:00 – 12:00 DISCUSSION

12:00 – 13:00 LUNCH
13:00 – 15:00  **SESSION 5: INTERNATIONAL LAW ASSOCIATION (ILA) STUDY GROUP: ASIAN STATE PRACTICE OF DOMESTIC IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (ASP-DIIL) – PART 2**

13:00 - 14:20 - Arie AFRIANSYAH [Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia]: "The Challenges in Implementing UN Security Council Resolution in National Realm: Indonesian Context"  
aarieafriansyah@gmail.com

- Tran Viet DUNG [Associate Professor and Dean of International Law Faculty of Ho Chi Minh City University of Law, Vietnam]: "Vietnam’s Experiences with International Investment Agreements Governance: Issues and Solutions"  
tvdung@hcmulaw.edu.vn

- Young Kil PARK [Director, Law of the Sea Research Center, Korea Maritime Institute (KMI), Korea]: "Marine Scientific Research - Challenges and Prospects: From A Korean Perspective"  
yk405@kmi.re.kr; parkyk220@gmail.com

- Kanami ISHIBASHI [Professor of International Law, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, Japan]: "Japanese Contribution to Environmental Protection in the Asian Region"  
kanamiishibashi@gmail.com

14:20 – 15:00  **DISCUSSION**

15:00 – 15:30  **COFFEE BREAK**

15:30 - 16:00  **WRAP UP**

- Kevin YL TAN [Former Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia (DILA); Former, Co-Editor-in-Chief, Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore, Singapore]: The Asian Yearbook of International Law; kevin@equilibrium.com.sg, drkevintan@gmail.com

- Seokwoo LEE [Chairman, The Development of International Law in Asia-Korea (DILA-KOREA); Professor of International Law, Inha University Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law]  
leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr

- Hikmahanto JUWANA [Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia (DILA); Professor of International Law, Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia]  
hikmahanto@yahoo.com

- Hee Eun LEE [Associate Dean and Professor of Law, Handong International Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law]  
hlee@handong.edu

18:00 – 21:00  **DINNER**
2019 DILA ACADEMY AND WORKSHOP
ENCyclopedia of public international law in Asia

OCTOBER 17, THURSDAY
[VENUE: ACADEMIC SENATE ROOM, FACULTY OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA, SALEMB пензом] 

08:30 - 09:00 REGISTRATION

09:00 - 09:30 OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT: ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW IN ASIA (EPILA)
- Seokwoo LEE (Chairman, The Development of International Law in Asia-Korea (DILA-KOREA); Professor of International Law, Inha University Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law)
  leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr

- Hee Eun LEE (Associate Dean and Professor of Law, Handong International Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law)
  hlee@handong.edu

09:30 - 12:30 SESSION 6: NORTHEAST ASIA

09:30 - 11:30
- Atsuko KANEHARA (Professor, Faculty of Law, Sophia University, Japan)
  : “Japan”
  kanehara@sophia.ac.jp

- Seokwoo LEE (Chairman, The Development of International Law in Asia-Korea (DILA-KOREA); Professor of International Law, Inha University Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, The Asian Yearbook of International Law) and
  Eon Kyung PARK (Adjunct Professor, Kyung Hee University Law School, Korea)
  : “Korea (South)”
  leeseokwoo@inha.ac.kr; duke36@daum.net

- Battogtokh JAVZANDOLGOR (Professor of International Law and Chairperson of the Department of International Relations of the School of Foreign Service and Public Administration, National University of Mongolia, Mongolia)
  : “Mongolia”
  battogtokh2015@yahoo.com

- Dustin Kuan-Hsiung WANG (Professor, Graduate Institute of Political Science, National Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan)
  : “Taiwan”
  khwang.ac@gmail.com

11:30 – 12:30 SHORT BREAK AND DISCUSSION

12:30 – 13:30 LUNCH
13:30 – 16:30  **SESSION 7: SOUTHEAST ASIA**

13:30 - 15:30  
- **Hikmahanto JUWANA** [Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia (DILA); Professor of International Law, Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia] and **Arie AFRIANSYAH** [Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia]  
  : “Indonesia”  
  hikmahanto@yahoo.com, arieafriansyah@gmail.com

- **Rommel Jaen CASIS** [Professor, College of Law, University of the Philippines, Philippines]  
  : “The Philippines”  
  rommel.casis@upd.edu.ph

- **Kevin YL TAN** [Former Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia (DILA); Former, Co-Editor-in-Chief, *The Asian Yearbook of International Law*; Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore, Singapore]  
  : “Singapore”  
  lawtylk@nus.edu.sg, drkevintan@gmail.com

- **Kitti JAYANGAKULA** [Professor of International Law at Eastern Asia University, Thailand]  
  : “Thailand”  
  kitti@eau.ac.th, kitmarc@gmail.com

- **TRINH Hai Yen** [Vice Dean of the Faculty of International Law at the Diplomatic Academy of Vietnam, Vietnam]  
  : “Vietnam”  
  trinhhaiyen@dav.edu.vn

15:30 – 16:30  **SHORT BREAK AND DISCUSSION**

18:00 – 21:00  **DINNER**

---

**OCTOBER 18, FRIDAY**

**VENUE: ACADEMIC SENATE ROOM, FACULTY OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITAS INDONESIA, SALEMBAA CAMPUS**

---

09:00 – 12:00  **SESSION 8: SOUTH ASIA AND CENTRAL ASIA**

09:00 – 11:00  
- **Muhammad Ekramul HAQUE** [Professor of Law, Department of Law, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh]  
  : “Bangladesh”  
  ekram.haque@du.ac.bd

- **RAVINDRAN Rajesh Babu** [Professor, Public Policy and Management Group, Indian Institute of Management Calcutta, India]  
  : “India”  
  rajeshbabu@iimcal.ac.in; rajeshbabu@gmail.com

- **Wasantha SENEVIRATNE** [Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka]  
  : “Sri Lanka”  
  wasanthes.law@gmail.com

- **Mir Shabiz SHAFAEE** [Assistant Professor, Shahid Beheshti University, Iran]  
  : “Iran”  
  mirshahbiz@hotmail.com
11:00 – 12:00  SHORT BREAK AND DISCUSSION

12:00 – 13:00  LUNCH

13:00 – 15:00  WRAP UP

- **Hee Eun LEE** (Associate Dean and Professor of Law, Handong International Law School, Korea; Co-Editor-in-Chief, *The Asian Yearbook of International Law*)
  hlee@handong.edu

- **Kevin YL Tan** (Former Chairman, The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia (DILA); Former, Co-Editor-in-Chief, *The Asian Yearbook of International Law*; Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore, Singapore)
  : “Singapore”
  lawtylk@nus.edu.sg, drkevintan@gmail.com

18:00 – 21:00  DINNER

---

**OCTOBER 19, SATURDAY**

09:00 – 20:00  FIELD TRIPS (OPTIONAL)

**OCTOBER 20, SUNDAY**

09:00 –  DEPARTURE
The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia (DILA)

The Foundation for the Development of International Law in Asia (DILA) was established in 1989, at a time when its prime movers believed that economic and political developments in Asia had reached the stage at which they would welcome and benefit substantially from a mechanism to promote and facilitate exchanges among their international law scholars that had failed to develop during the colonial era.

DILA was established to promote the: (a) study of and analysis of topics and issues in the field of international law, in particular from an Asian perspective; (b) dissemination of knowledge of, international law in Asia; and (c) promotion of contacts and cooperation between persons and institutions actively dealing with questions of international law relating to Asia.

DILA is concerned with reporting and analyzing developments in the field of international law relating to the region, and not primarily with efforts to distinguish particular attitudes, policies or practices as predominately or essentially "Asian". If they are shown to exist, it would be an interesting by-product of DILA's essential function, which is to bring about an exchange of views in the expectation that the process would reveal areas of common interest and concern among the states of Asia, and even more importantly, demonstrate that those areas of interest and concern are, in fact, shared by the international community as a whole. Professor Hikmahanto JUWANA of the University of Indonesia is the current Chairman of DILA.

The Asian Yearbook of International Law (Asian YBIL)

Launched in 1991, the Asian Yearbook of International Law is a major internationally-refereed yearbook dedicated to international legal issues as seen primarily from an Asian perspective. It is published by Brill under the auspices of the Foundation for the Development of International Law (DILA).

When the Yearbook was launched, it was the first publication of its kind, edited by a team of leading international law scholars from across Asia. It provides a forum for the publication of articles in the field of international law, and other Asian international legal topics. The objects of the Yearbook are two-fold. First, to promote research, study and writing in the field of international law in Asia; and second, to provide an intellectual platform for the discussion and dissemination of Asian views and practices on contemporary international legal issues.

Each volume of the Yearbook contains articles and shorter notes, a section on state practice, an overview of the Asian states’ participation in multilateral treaties and succinct analysis of recent international legal developments in Asia, as well as book reviews. This publication is important to anyone working on international law and in Asian studies.

In keeping with DILA’s commitment to encouraging scholarship in international law as well as in disseminating such scholarship, its Governing Board decided to make the Yearbook open access and is available through Brill Open.

Professor Seokwoo LEE of Inha University Law School, and Professor Hee Eun LEE of Handong International Law School, are the Co-Editors-in-Chief of the Yearbook commencing with the 2015 edition (volume 21).